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POWER ELECTRONICS FEATURE

Composite Amplifiers: High Output Drive
Capability with Precision
A composite amplifier is an arrangement of two individual amplifiers configured
in such a way as to realize the benefits of each individual amplifier while
diminishing the drawbacks of each amplifier. When initially encountering a
composite amplifier, the first question that may arise is how to set the gain.
Read more

 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS & OPERATING SYSTEMS NEWS
HCC Embedded Releases SafeexFAT File System for Failsafe Data
Storage
SafeexFat helps the user employ target verification within a comprehensive
test suite. The verification measures produce errors at the media driver level to
confirm that a product functions properly when integrated.
Read more
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ADVERTISEMENT

Intel? Neural Compute Stick 2
Powered by the Intel? Movidius? X VPU and supports OpenVINO?, a toolkit
that accelerates solution development and streamlines deployment.
Sponsored by Mouser Electronics

 

EMBEDDED HARDWARE NEWS
Kyocera Releases 5655 Series Board-to-Board Connectors
The connectors include a proprietary floating structure adjusted for high-speed
data transmission and are available in larger dimensions to fulfill more design
requirements. 
Read more

AI & AUTONOMOUS DRIVING NEWS
Continental Acquires Minority Stake in Cartica AI
Continental believes Cartica AI software has the potential to accelerate object
recognition in new system designs from various automotive suppliers..
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Leapfrog the Competition With a Custom SoC
Now it?s for everyone. Join Arm and partners to learn the how and why of
custom SoC development.
Sponsored by Arm

 

EMBEDDED VISION NEWS
OmniVision Releases Image Sensor with Tiny BSI Global Shutter Pixel
The OG01A links PureCel Plus-S pixel technology and Nyxel near-infrared
(NIR) technology for applications that require global shutter to to offset the
effects of motion blur and low- or no-light conditions.
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Raspberry Pi 4 and Zulu Embedded Java: The Perfect Combination
Sponsored by: Azul Systems 
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MAKERPRO FEATURE

Maxim Class D Audio Amp Pumps Up the
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Volume
The way the kit is set up with the bundled software, you can either engage the
amplifier or bypass it. That gives you a real apples-to-apples comparison when
using the device. I loaded up my own music too, not really liking the bundled
choices.
Read more
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